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the story concerns a child named yuki who lost her parents. one day after school, the family moves to a new town and meets a strange girl who has never been to school, the child named ame. yuki is determined to go to school and meets a girl named misaki who is going to her first day.
they pass the girl and notice that the girl is saying something weird. but yuki runs on to misaki so she can ask her what she is saying, they start talking, and do not notice that ame runs in and runs into misaki's blood. the school day is starting and yuki is worried that she will be late but
misaki knows something else and runs in to a dog. she whispers to the dog and the dog drags her off, but she does not move her arms and legs. when the dog takes her off into the forest, ame starts running after the dog. when yuki sees ame, she sees that she changed and wants to

help her, but ame does not want her help. she runs off and looks for misaki. yuki runs into misaki but she does not look the same as before and notices that misaki's panties are half off. misaki runs off and finds ame, but then ame runs into a log. ame falls in to the deep hole in the ground
and is hurt. while ame is trying to get out of the hole, ame talks to yuki and has no idea what is going on. yuki helps her and ame does not see that misaki is there. when she tells misaki that she will help her, misaki starts to bleed. when the snow melts, it releases the foxes who tell ame
to escape the town and they will help her find her parents. ame gets on a truck and the foxes make a hole in the back of the truck so ame can jump off. ame runs through the woods to find her parents and she runs into a wild wolf. a fox jumps in front of her to kill the wild wolf and yuki

and misaki go on the truck to find ame. when ame arrives at the wolf den, yuki and misaki pull her out and take her to the wolf sanctuary run by the foxes. however, misaki knows that her mother is a wolf, not a fox, so yuki helps her say good bye to her mother. when yuki is giving misaki
a stuffed animal, she gives it to ame. ame runs off and tells the foxes what happened, but yuki is sad that she lost her mom and is hurt that misaki does not want to let her go. misaki tells yuki that she is not a fox and that she is a wolf. yuki wants to stay with ame. misaki says she is
going home, and her mother waits for her. when misaki leaves, yuki runs off after her. ame is reunited with her mother and when she looks at her hands to see that they have turned into wolf paws, she holds her mother's paws and tells her mother that she is her. ame goes to school,

even though she was not in school before. at school, ame is recognized by a young man named souhei who is a transfer student and he tells her that they see that she is a wolf.
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the film is somewhat similar to howl's moving castle,but it is a bit darker and more
realistic in some ways. it also contains themes of loss, and of coming to terms with

the consequences of one's choices in life, which can have tragic results. the
characters in this film and their emotions are realistic. they are not just a group of
cartoon characters. they are well-conceived, and the various relationships depicted
seem natural, from the siblings' love for each other to hana and her daughter's love
for each other. the kids even have a real voice and their own distinct personalities.

for older kids, wolf children is an excellent family film with some suspenseful
elements. while the film's most emotional scenes contain some strong themes, the
older kids will find them quite realistic, and for all ages it will be an enjoyable film

with a message. parents need to know that this film is an animated fantasy in which
the protagonist has more than a passing resemblance to the late singer-songwriter
david bowie. the character can change into a werewolf. he can only be killed by a
special weapon called a wolf fang. the plot includes a tragic love story, a romantic

suicide, a shocking battle between good and evil, the death of a child, and a woman
bitten by a werewolf and forced to suck blood from a dead infant. one day, hana

happens to overhear a conversation about the existence of wolf children and
becomes curious. she attends a meeting about the children and is shocked to learn
that she was given the children. she pleads with the people to not take her children
away, but they refuse to listen. hana is about to walk away when the old man finds
her crying. when hana asks him about her children, he tells her that she will be able
to see them again in a week. hana changes her mind about leaving and goes home

to tell her family that she will not be leaving. hana and the children plan to attend the
meeting the next day. that night, hana is visited by two ghosts who show her the way

to the children. meanwhile, yuki dreams of a wolf man named toto (toto) who
secretly loves her, but is forced to return to the forest to protect his village.
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